
More Than a Noun 
 
 

I am amazed at the pain of a word and how it releases me. 
Land of contemplative frock coats, do not lend me your blame. 

 
Sweet weeping from the intestinal tunnel of a crow. 
I must pass through with the entire congregation of half-eaten hyacinths. 

 
Dentist or ornithologist? 
Ophthalmologist or soothsayer? 

 
I require a pharyngeal exam but do not know whose urge to insert first. 
Hers or mine? Both of our predictions are tenuous. 

 
To that virtue of loneliness I might add the raucous cough of a three a.m. train. 
To the late-at-night departing dimple, I might add a remembrance of Swiss cheese, of  
     apple and salt, of how now your mouth. 

 
I could love your bee entrail if you would remove it from your chest and set it ablaze—in  
     my mouth—with the sand fleas you seek. 
Hair framing your face, making you more than a feminine-ending, you are here, noun- 
     wise, holding forth a bottle of burned eyelashes you retrieved—over many months of  
     sleep—from the stomach of the underground bear. 



Sphragistics 
 
 

I studied the seal and signet of your mouth. 
I considered kissing but then remembered my life. 

 
It is strange how dropsy rarely occurs in the inguinal canal. 
A diluted hawk moth is actually a riverous blood vessel? 

 
She set the bird on fire and said Joseph Cornell should shave. 
What business did he have exhuming the corpse of each tiny box? 

 
It wasn’t until last week that the palaver got to me. 
Idle this. Charm and beguile that. 

 
We count our stitches to ten and stop at what the mystics call teth. 
What better way than to recite our scar back through a Sumerian alphabet. 

 
The dropwort of Eurasia bears small white flowers. 
We stuped the hamstring, studied our insignias, and relinquished every tetchy joy. 



Nothing is Ever as Clearly Written as the Owl’s Insomnia 

And so my referential. My just this side of yesterday. My owl mouth and spit. 
It has been written, Goldfish in the brain equals the wanton blue river of your wrist. 

And so my deconstructed. My please. My most and wanted and salt. 
It is said sideways at midnight into a possum’s ear, Which is your left and which your 
     right?—ear, I mean, not snout nor pouch nor most deeply disturbed nocturnal beyond. 

In Responses Magnetic, Kijima Hajime traces the flute playing of an old-forested owl. 
In Residence on Earth, Neruda finds the terrestrial bone of a woven blue afghan cannot 
     keep him warm, cannot possibly keep any of us warm. 

And so my funerary oil that I avoid. My drowning number. My bloodied get-up-and-go 
     and wet sector of yes with blood-mulch and bone. 
And so my voice, dispersed as a shadow over an onion, a Bermuda onion not yet purple 
     in wounded rings of pursuit. 

It has been written, somewhere inside me, I could die if they’d but let me. 
It has been written and written and written, perhaps by me or through the midnight 
     feather stir of an owl shivering off the moist: 

Here, take my tongue—repulsive fragment of a tempest—taste its fierce owl-nest needles, 
     its rivers and its transaction, its ever-throbbing moan. 
Take its woven blue bone blood-mapping this name of mine, endlessly, to yours, to ours, 
     to something our mouths cannot possibly conceive. 



A Hundred-Year Conversation 
 
 

Apparently, the sad duty of the sea had something to do with music. 
Not so long ago we could hear it as bee spica in the right ear. 

 
How much of a hundred-year conversation had been eclipsed by a verbatim tuning of the  
     brain? 
We knew we were inmates of the body and accepted each written sentence as such. 

 
One way to assure a wrong look is to require an expiration date on every lost chord. 
We sniff milk and paw the dirt. We stiff-collar the smell. We require papers of infallible  
     inquest. 

 
So, I’m afraid of an all-too-historical sleep? 
Only animals humble their rapidly passing selves with unfledged loyalty to empty space? 

 
Several rare and rangy hills mess with the aura of research. 
My earliest expedition was the study of a commerce of collapsed hands reaching for an 
     evaporating sound in the slur of the earth’s blur. 

 
The ineptitude of a clever man undirties thirty years of my shirt. 
Perhaps a habit of music is not a bad thing. 



The Agony of Compassion 
 
 

There was a need so sharp, even my pencil bled bloodless birds. 
Ask for a hint, and speak eternal dice in the phrase, agèd strange north. 

 
As if I was truly alive, I turned myself true, imagined the compass of an owl on fire in my  
     chest. 
A few excited crows rose like magnets, stirred decades-old buckshot above fall brush. 

 
In those days, an ibis-colored weeping could be heard from thin river skin. 
I don’t know whether I’ll ever be able to enjoy, again, the moon-lathed waves. 

 
I tore each syllable apart from my mouth as if, for once, it didn’t matter. 
I recognized myself in the way wind said things over and through. 

 
There was a blood-sore in my mouth—so real, my spine could enact. 
I remembered blizzards, the quest for the South Pole. 1911 or ‘12. Eight Manchurian  
     ponies slaughtered, compassionately, in the snow. 



Colorblind 
 
 

Or were they? 
Does anything enjoy a healthy inadequacy among various levels of music? 

 
The signing of this tendency increases the desire to look back on treaties of tonal demise. 
I would demonstrate my mouth, through judo if necessary, if she would but kiss it. 

 
Ever since I missed the train to the stained-glass north, I have been colorblind. 
I liked perceiving continuity in the black ash of last year’s smoke. 

 
She became a complete human condition, even an enjoyable history. 
And before the seven meals were collected, we threw dice for my bones. 

 
Both waling gray hairs sought a geometric bedpan in the waste below the cut in a cholera  
     cot. 
I brushed up on algebra, on crochet, and prayed for the language of the most south. 

 
This is not a star-chart, she said, sinking her finger into the quicksand of my chest. 
It was then that I felt myself dissolve—breath by breath, tongue by lip—into the moist of  
     her mouth, the milk-crack slap of a northbound track. 



Invasive Species 
 
 

It is a storm gully rocked hard with hail. 
It is yesterday’s match implanted in the hides of dread. 

 
Herds of words, as if. 
My Oh, God, my ash gossip, as if forced. 

 
The life cycle of a water chestnut includes choking light out from the waiting throat of  
     plankton. 
The invasives from many words converge to converse me a bruise. 

 
Nutria. Mute swan. Water beetle. 
Water chestnut. Starling. Unfinished verb. 

 
It is a storm but not a wind. 
It is a rain but not the culinary kind. 

 
It is a word choked at the root. 
It is not so much but awfully hard. 

 
Never does the eating orange nothing stunned from sky. 
The buffalo blaze of the plains ignites a moment and then goes out. 



The Momentary Anguish of Repair 
 
 

The translucence of Upper Mongolia. 
How I crave the slow bathwater of the moon. 

 
We had been in search of a certain horse. 
All summer it rained in the afternoon—periodically—like unbroken words within breaths  
     and between them. 

 
So, it had been Montana and the Shields River Valley. 
The buffalo jump outside my window expressed a most drastic descent. 

 
The Cheyenne had a name for it—This Roundness of Now. 
Fortunately, they did not speak its rough edges, nor wash away its salt. 

 
Maybe we’ve simply come here to sit at a table and eat bread. 
Maybe we’ve come, finally, in order to learn to bite something hard and die. 

 
I am reconstituted daily in a patience of fur and a munching among shaggy hocks. 
I keep a photo of a Mongolian pony, long dead. Her head bowed, but not shaven. 
 



 
The Powerful Dissolve of a Monk 

 
 

It was a klaxon inscription of your tongue in mine. 
We traveled to Guadalajara, incorporated the noise of cactus broth into our daily practice. 

 
There are many fishes of vast color sequence. 
The dream gave way to protocol and anticipated our indigenous demise. 

 
It was short and only briefly painful. 
It was much like trying to describe a dream of losing a baby tooth in a dream about the  
     medical hazards of dreaming. 

 
Let the orchestral fracture lightning-curve into jazz. 
Place your lip bone on the tuning key of the sitar. Qualify as a substitute for the  
     reconstitution of your favorite shade of green. 

 
You let my daughter examine a freckle, a moss-pocked stone. 
You knew I had no children, choked my bread-baking hand with austerities. 

 
Coiled in the self-critical, in the heat, was the blood course of a boy and a vein that  
     resembled a purposeful map. 
I spider-slant the branch of the powerful dissolve of a monk. 

 
We Louisiana-Purchase. We Lewis-and-Clark. We circumambulate cold feces in buffalo  
     grass. 
We seek to hollow one another out with the vast prairie slant of our tongue, a fierce  
     dialect that mangles every third word into one. 



You’re Afraid of a Dead Echo? 
 
 

I would be untruthful if I did not admit a blood-tinged complication. 
The extreme limit of my mouth is a sound I have yet to bleed. 

 
I feel it in my veins like a great bird scuffing the leech-clenched dirt. 
I sense it in my sleep, even when I am perturbed with joy. 

 
I shall torn-shed and I shall weep. 
I shall noun-splatter the most stringent intransitive ache. 

 
Forever might I harp-seal an introverted syntax. 
If inside my mouth, protected from the clubbing, then I might finally find. 

 
What? you ask. What might I intravenously cough into you? 
You’re afraid of an unexplained dead echo replenishing itself in your brain? 

 
Grand-Canyon this sad mule, then, as it takes one step on a dime. 
See a penny; pick it up. All day long the mineral weeping of our birth will no longer be  
     stuck. 



Sorry 
 
 

Now we return to sadness, to memory, to the dream of the three-ring binder piercing the  
     dead possum at each pressure point. 
We come to wearing shoes, to not wearing pants, to lying in a tub reading Bachelard,  
     examining the intimate dark, soaking off the okra. 

 
Pooled in primordial dissolution, I have been gifted a cambium tongue. 
I lay it cautiously on your wrist. Imagine your red, red Sumerian lip. 

 
Introducing food into the eye socket suggests a complex translation? 
The body resists the past tense of every present verb, is nostalgic about things like words,  
     participles perhaps, even heaviness in the letters G and K. 

 
More specifically, I’m afraid sometimes of conflict and loss. 
I remember growing up in a jar of Vicks VapoRub. The crush of croup and the gripping   
     cough. 

 
I remember thick blue pressure from all sides. 
Squinting after the divorce when the sun stood over me with a sad shake of hair. 

 
I remember features of the sky. 
I remember wanting to grow up to be dust. 

 
All this I’ll name, I’m sorry. 
Sorry for this, sorry for that. Sorry—even—to the possum for including it in the incessant  
     rings of this unspeakable dream. 
 
 



The Exact Cost of Fish 
 
 

Shared bread brings the cost of food down outside the purview of my knee. 
In the cage, footsteps come toward my own poise of thunder. 

 
The lightning adjourned to three-quarter time, that is, to pacing-panther time. 
A list of all my neckties was written with the blackest disappearing ink. 

 
We hung the polished shoes out to dry with the sheets. 
The Venetian blinds gave the room even slats of sunlight that embroidered the floor. 

 
Some evenings we had to cope with a lifetime of strict animal debt. 
We built a sort of street, perhaps a canal of bones, full of Surrealist photographs in which   
     the collage actually improved our features. 

 
Do I want to eat the penny or place it threateningly inside the peony blossom? 
Can I complete my plush social studies in a timely manner that includes the hidden  
     classicism of the working class? 

 
Throw the big cat the exact cost of fish to match her even pacing, all evening, back and  
     forth as if a riverous blood. 
I don’t understand zoos or economics or the filthiest coffin of an exhausting history. The  
     suddenness of a feline waul. 



Breathing Us Broken 
 
 

Anyone can burn the kerosene rag and lie naked on a pile of pestiferous flies. 
Diseases of breathing come in and out, out and in, breaking what we are. 

 
In other economies, the long rib of dislocation is legal tender. 
Here, eat this wolf, bake this mud wasp into one part waste, two parts mouth. 

 
Anyone can outlast the legend of the womb. 
Bring a flower, a crack of crocodile dung from my ear, and bow before it. 

 
The scar of its echo is called, The Dual Breath Breathing Us Broken. 
In other discourses, we might pluck the dragon snap of death without returning to inhale  
     significantly strutting crow blood. 

 
Is the translation acceptable? 
Will you swap saliva for kerosene, and either heat your home with reprise or die  
     swallowing back what you’ve already broken?  


